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ABSTRACT
The increases in volume and inter-connectivity of graph data
result in the emergence of recent scalable and high perfor-
mance graph analysis systems. Those systems provide dif-
ferent graph representation models, a variety of querying
interfaces and libraries, and several underlying computation
models. As a consequence, such diversities complicate in-
situ choices of optimal platforms for data scientists given
graph analysis workloads. In this poster presentation, we
compare recent high performance and scalable graph analy-
sis systems in distributed and supercomputer-based process-
ing environments with two important graph analysis work-
loads: graph mining and graph pattern matching. We also
compare those systems in terms of expressiveness and suit-
ability of their querying interfaces for the two distinct work-
loads.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information such as social relationships [14], road networks [15],
chemical structures [3] have been intensively represented and
accumulated as graphs, and such graphs are increasingly in-
terconnected with the advance of Web technologies, enlarg-
ing the volume of graphs [8, 5]. In order to analyze such
large graph data, several high performance graph analysis
systems have emerged recently. Those systems provide scal-
able and efficient graph processing platforms along with dif-
ferent graph representation models, querying interfaces, and
data processing models. While providing a wide spectrum of

choices, such diversities make it complicated for data scien-
tists to choose best solutions for their desired graph analysis
tasks since they have moderate understandings and skills on
those systems [11]. In this poster presentation, we compare
recent distributed and supercomputer-based graph analysis
systems and their querying interfaces for two distinct graph
analysis workloads: graph mining and graph pattern match-
ing.

2. BENCHMARK WORKLOADS
As benchmark datasets for graph mining operations, we
used DBLP, Patents, and Friendster from Stanford Network
Analysis Platform (SNAP) dataset collection [12]. We im-
plemented degree distribution, connected components, and
PageRank as graph mining operations on Pegasus [6] and
GraphX [17], and a Cray’s XMT-based graph analysis ap-
pliance, uRiKA [4].

As pattern matching workloads, we chose Lehigh University
Benchmark (LUBM ) [10]. Its synthetic data generator gen-
erates data in Resource Description Framework (RDF ) [1]
whose size is decided by a user parameter: the number of
universities. We extended the generator so that it supports
different serialization formats: N-Triple [16], GraphML [9],
and JSON [7]. 9 out of 14 pattern matching queries were
selected and rewritten in different query languages Titan [2]
and GraphX, and uRiKA support.

3. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENTS
We selected Pegasus/Hadoop 2.4.0 and Spark 1.0.0 as dis-
tributed processing platforms for graph mining operations,
which were deployed in a Amazon Web Service (AWS) clus-
ter consisting of 65 m3.2xlarge nodes (64 computing nodes).
We deployed Titan 0.5.1/HBase 1.0 and Spark 1.3.1 for pat-
tern matching operations on a 9-node cluster (8 computing
nodes) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory where each node
has 32 cores, 64 GB RAM, and a 500GB local disk. For both
graph mining and pattern matching operations, we used a
uRiKA instance at Oak Ridge National Laboratory which
supports 8,192 hardware threads and has 2TBs of shared-
memory.



4. COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSION
Our benchmark result reveals that GraphX showed the best
performance for connected components and PageRank and
moderate performance for degree distribution. uRiKA showed
the best performance for degree distribution, which was pro-
cessed as a single SPARQL query. Pegasus showed poor per-
formance especially for connected components and PageR-
ank since they were processed by multiple MapReduce jobs
and disk I/O and data transmission costs between them
made an impact on the performance. Different from Pe-
gasus, GraphX with its Pregel API processed those itera-
tive operations without materializing intermediate data into
disks, which fairly improved the overall processing perfor-
mance.

For graph pattern matching operations, we present the exe-
cution times of three queries (Query6, 7, and 9) out of 9 due
to the page limitation. We chose the three queries according
to their input-to-output selectivity and their selectivity pat-
terns: the selectivity of Query6 and 9 remains almost con-
stant as graph size increases and the selectivity of Query7
linearly increases according to graph size. Query9 shows
higher selectivity than Query6. For most pattern matching
queries, uRiKA showed superior performance to the other
systems. GraphX showed slightly better performance for
Query6 with universities = 1,000 and processed most of the
queries fairly well. However, it could not run with universi-
ties = 10,000 in our cluster setting. Titan showed excessively
worse performance than the other two systems. We could
not measure execution times on Titan with universities =
10,000 since we stopped it after 12 hours of data loading
time.

As a qualitative evaluation, we discuss the querying inter-
faces each system provides. Pegasus provides matrix mul-
tiplication primitives, called GIM-V, on which graph min-
ing operations can be built. However, it does not provide
an intuitive way to describe pattern matching tasks and
does not support vertex/edge properties. GraphX provides
a useful primitives for describing pattern matching queries
such as Triplet and Join. Its Pregel interface can emulate
Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) data processing model [13]
and, combined with its graph mining operations, enables
graph mining operations to be easily described. The de-
fault query language of Titan, called Gremlin, provides a
graph traversal-centric interface. However, it has a limita-
tion for writing complex pattern matching queries, which
made Query2, 9, and 12 unable to be written. Since uRiKA
is an RDF triple store, it provides SPARQL as its default
query language. For iterative graph mining operations, we
could not write them as single SPARQL queries but its
REST API helped us to write those operations in SPARQL
combined with general programming languages such as Python
and Java. For pattern matching queries, it provides more
intuitive way than the others for describing interesting pat-
terns.
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